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Abstract

Aims: The study aimed to review the outcomes of pregnancy of unknown location (PUL) in EPAU at Yeovil District Hospital and determine the PUL rate and correlate the serial beta hCG with the predicted outcome and review the further management.

Methods: A retrospective study over a year period reviewing the cases diagnosed as PUL between 1st November 2014 to 31st October 2015. Those patients between 6 and 15 weeks turning up at EPAC for the 1st visit were included and those patients less than 6 weeks and those for rescans were excluded.

Results: The total number of pelvic scans done in EPAC unit at YDH during the study period was 1093. The total number of PUL cases was 96 giving the PUL rate of 9%. Of all the PUL patients the most common outcome was failing pregnancy (53%) and the ectopic pregnancy rate was 9%. PUL patients that ended up with ectopic pregnancy (11%) behave like intrauterine pregnancy (IUP). Among those PUL ended up with IUP, 21% had suboptimal changes in serial beta hCG.

Conclusions: PUL rate in our unit is 9% which is similar to the reported rate in the literature. The predicted outcomes like failing pregnancy, ectopic pregnancy, IUP and persistent PUL are comparable to those reported in the literature. Majority of outcome of PUL is not ectopic. Further management for each outcome of PUL should be based upon good history taking, clinical assessments, haemodynamic stability and patient’s informed choices.

Introduction

Pregnancy of Unknown Location (PUL) is a positive pregnancy test in a patient where there is no evidence of intrauterine or extrauterine pregnancy on a transvaginal ultrasound scan. In Early Pregnancy Unit (EPAU) at first visit it may not be possible to confirm extrauterine or intrauterine pregnancy is 8 to 31%. At special scanning unit the PUL rate is 8 - 10%. 48 hour serial beta hCG measurement plays a role in predicting the outcome of PUL. The possible clinical outcome of PUL are failing PUL (44 - 69%), intrauterine pregnancy (30 - 37%), and ectopic pregnancy (8.1 to 42.8% at EPAU and 8 - 14% at Special Scanning Unit)[2].

There is no consensus on the further management yet. An expectant approach to the management of PUL has been demonstrated to be safe. A small percentage of PUL is ectopic. However the challenge in the current clinical practice is the workload of follow up with hormonal measurement, repeating pelvic scans and intervention like laparoscopy or Evacuation of Retained Product of Conception (ERPC) to exclude the possibility of ectopic pregnancy.

Methods

This is a retrospective study over a period of one year reviewing on cases diagnosed as PUL in Early pregnancy unit from 1st November 2014 to 31st October 2015 at Yeovil District Hospital (YDH). Inclusion criteria include those patients between 6 and 15 weeks where pregnancy test was positive and turned up at EPAU for the 1st visit. Patient’s data at EPAU register and blood and histology reports and USS View point were reviewed.
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Exclusion criteria includes those patients with pregnancy test positive less than 6 weeks, and those who need rescans for other reasons. Pro forma was done for data collection. Data were analyzed electronically as well as manually. All the patient diagnosed as PUL at scanning underwent 48 hour serial beta hCG measurement. This measurement play a major role in Management of PUL based upon the interpretation on 48 hour beta hCG trend in predicting the outcome of PUL in each individual case.

Results

The total number of pelvic scans done at EPAU at YDH during the study period was 1093. (Figure 1) Viable Intrauterine Pregnancy was reported in 529 scans (48%). PUL was reported on the initial scan in 96 cases (9%). (Figure 1)

Serial beta hCG pattern in correlation with each clinical outcome is shown in Figure 2.

The clinical outcomes of PUL are shown in Figure 3.

The most common clinical outcome in PUL patients was miscarriage (53%). The others were intrauterine pregnancy (38%), intrauterine pregnancy (25%) and ectopic pregnancy (9%). Among those PUL patients who were found to have intrauterine pregnancy, 79% had a rise of beta hCG greater than 63% over 48 hours and 21% had sub optimal changes in beta hCG. (Figure 2) When they were followed up to confirm viability with further pelvic scanning, those with suboptimal changes had 2 more pelvic scans to confirm viability while those with a rise of 63% had only one pelvic scan.

In the group of PUL patients who had miscarriage, 60% had a decrease in their beta hCG greater than 50% over 48 hours. 14% in between 15 - 50%, 22% had suboptimal rise over 48 hours. Only 4% of them had a rise greater than 63% over 48 hours. According to PUL patients who had miscarriage with beta hCG falling greater than 50%, 68% could be discharged from clinic with the advice to repeat urine pregnancy test after 2 weeks. 29% of them needed conservative management with further beta hCG measurement and 3% needed surgical intervention with Evacuation of Retained Product of Conception (ERPC).

Those whose beta hCG fell between 15 - 50%: 72% needed conservative management with further beta hCG measurement. 14% needed surgical intervention ERPC, and 14% were discharged with the advice to repeat urine pregnancy test after 2 weeks. According to PUL patients who had ectopic pregnancy, 89% had suboptimal changes in beta hCG and 11% had a greater than 63% rise over 48 hours. In the case of PUL patient who had ectopic pregnancy 67% had further management by laparoscopic surgery, 22% had medical management with methotrexate injection and 11% were given conservative management with further beta hCG until normal level.

In the case of suboptimal changes under 500 IU/L of beta hCG, 13 % had persistent PUL based upon further serial beta hCG (figure 3). In these PUL patients with low level of beta HCG and no symptoms, 67% were given methotrexate injection and 33% were followed up with further beta hCG measurement until the level was reached back to normal.

Discussions

The PUL rate

PUL rate in our unit is 9% which is similar to the reported PUL rate in the literature[2,11]. The prevalence of PUL is determined by the quality of ultrasound scanning. The higher the quality of scanning, the better the chance to detect the ectopic pregnancy and minimize the number of PUL and consequences of unnecessary workload for the unit[4]. According to the international society of ultrasound in Obstetrics and Gynaecology 2006, the PUL rate should be less than 15%.

Role of serial beta hCG and Progesterone in predicting the outcome of PUL

In this review, the predicted outcome based upon the serial beta hCG measurement are comparable to those reported in the literature[2,11]. In our EPAU, we use serial beta hCG in prediction the outcome of PUL according to NICE guideline 2012 on early pregnancy and miscarriage[1].
The single measurement of progesterone level has been introduced in some EPAU to predict the outcome of PUL in addition to serial beta hCG measurements. According to a meta analysis, serum progesterone level is good in predicting the viability of pregnancy but its discriminative capacity is insufficient to diagnose ectopic pregnancy with certainty[5]. Hence NICE guidelines 2012 recommend not to use serum progesterone measurements as an adjunct to diagnose either viable intrauterine pregnancy or ectopic pregnancy[6].

48 hour beta hCG trend in correlation with each clinical outcome and further management

IUP

48 hour serial beta hCG measurement plays a role in predicting the outcome of PUL[3]. There has been various studies to look into the trend of the beta hCG over 48 hours in predicting the outcome of PUL. Kadar et al. were the first to describe the minimal increase rate of 66% over 2 days for an IUP[9]. Although a doubling of hCG is often expected in 48 hours, this varies with gestation: as pregnancy progresses, doubling time lengthens. Intervention for an hCG rise of less than 66% over 2 days, a practice supported by previous data, would potentially result in the interruption of viable pregnancies[12,13]. The most recent studies show minimize rise of hCG for a viable IUP to be 53%[9] to minimize unnecessary intervention. In clinical practice, a more conservative rise of 35% over 48 hours is suggested to minimize the potential risk of terminating a wanted pregnancy[9]. NICE 2012 recommend that if the rise of beta hCG is 63% over 48 hours, we should inform woman that she is likely to have a developing an intrauterine pregnancy (although the possibility of ectopic pregnancy cannot be excluded)[1].

In this study, 21% of PUL patients with IUP had suboptimal rise. If we decided upon that suboptimal changes group as having ectopic pregnancy there would be the risk of an unnecessary intervention for ectopic pregnancy as well as ending of viable pregnancy Hence there would be benefit to do another measurement of beta hCG or repeat TV scan to confirm possible IUP in those who are haemodynamically stable and who want to continue the pregnancy.

Failing pregnancy

Decline rate of serum beta hCG concentration has been described in failing PUL. Failing PUL include both extra uterine pregnancy as well as intra uterine pregnancy which are too early to be seen on the initial Trans Vaginal (TV) scan. One study stated decline rate is dependent on the initial serum hCG (more rapid decline was associated with a higher starting concentration) and rate of decrease was 21 - 35% at 2 days[8]. Another study stated that decrease in hCG more than 13% or hCG ratio less than 0.87 (hCG 48 hours/hCG 0 hour) (sensitivity of 93% and specificity of 97%) is found to be the optimal ratio for predicting failing PUL[8].

In our study, the decline of serum beta hCG greater than 50% over 48 hours is used for cut off value for failing pregnancy based upon the NICE guideline[1]. In the group of failing pregnancy, about 60% of PUL patients had this decline rate of greater than 50%. It was found that those with 50% fall in beta hCG needed less surgical intervention (only 3%) compared to those whose beta hCG fall in between 15 - 50%. (14% needed surgical intervention) In those with 50% fall group, more than two third patient could be sent home with an advice to check urine pregnancy test in 2 weeks. For those with beta hCG fall between 15 - 50%, follow up further measurement of beta hCG was needed in more than two third of cases. This shows that conservative management with further beta hCG measurement is safe in PUL and can avoid unnecessary intervention but unfortunately multiple visits and increase in workload to repeat beta hCG measurement are necessary until a diagnosis is reached and the patient can be safely discharged.

Ectopic pregnancy

When the rise or the fall in hCG is suboptimal, the most likely outcome is ectopic pregnancy. Approximately 71% of women with ectopic pregnancy have a rise in hCG that is slower than the minimal rise for a viable pregnancy or a decline that is slower than the minimal rate of fall in spontaneous miscarriage[14]. One study reported that a suboptimal rise in serum hCG predicts ectopic pregnancy with a positive predictive value of 43.5%[13]. Another study reported that 15 - 20% of ectopic will behave like IUP having doubling serum hCG level over 48 hours[10]. In addition, 8% of ectopic pregnancies have a fall in hCG similar to spontaneous miscarriage[9].

In our study, it was found out that 11% behaves like IUP with doubling beta hCG and the rest have suboptimal changes. Therefore it needs to be cautious to avoid the risk of missing the diagnosis of ectopic pregnancy as 15 - 20% of ectopic will behave like IUP[10].

Considering the treatment for ectopic pregnancy, about two third of PUL patients with ectopic pregnancy needed laparoscopic surgery and 22% of them needed medical treatment with Methotrexate injection and the rest were followed up with further measurement of beta hCG. There is an ongoing randomized controlled trial that will provide guidance on the present management dilemmas in women with PULs with low and plateauing serum hCG concentrations (METEX study: methotrexate versus expectant management in women with ectopic pregnancy) study[17].

Persisting PUL

Persisting PULs are defined as those in which the serum hCG levels fail to decline, there is no evidence of trophoblastic disease and the location of pregnancy cannot be identified using transvaginal ultrasound or laparoscopy. Usually, the serum levels of hCG are low ( < 500/l IU/L) and have reached a plateau. Patients with PUL and plateauing serum hCG levels are commonly treated with systemic methotrexate (MTX). The ongoing METEX study aim to find out whether expectant management is an alternative to MTX treatment in terms of treatment success, future pregnancy, health related quality of life and costs[17].

In our study, 0.4% were categorized under persistent PUL cases where our unit use methotrexate injection treatment in about two third of cases and only one third were given conservative management with further beta hCG measurement.

Conclusions

The majority of outcome of PUL is not ectopic. In our study, the rate of ectopic pregnancy in PUL patients is only 9% which is comparable to literature. Expectant management is
shown to be safe and to reduce the need for unnecessary surgical intervention with no serious adverse outcomes and to avoid the unnecessary termination of viable pregnancy. But ultimately it is associated with increased workload for further blood test for beta hCG and repeat pelvic scans and multiple follow ups that increases the anxiety to the patients.

Outcome prediction should not only consider the serial beta hCG trend with recommended cut off value but also take into account little exception to avoid misdiagnosis of ectopic pregnancy as well as a viable pregnancy. Generally, so long as patient is haemodynamically stable, further management of PUL could be expectant management. Surgical intervention should be considered only in those with haemodynamically unstable condition and high suspicion for ectopic pregnancy.

Further management for each outcome of PUL is based upon good history, clinical examination, haemodynamic stability and patient’s informed choices and should not be solely on the basis of doubling time of beta hCG.
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